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Abstract. In this paper, we consider a number of efficient data struc-
tures for the problem of sampling from a dynamically changing discrete
probability distribution, where some prior information is known on the
distribution of the rates, in particular the maximum and minimum rate,
and where the number of possible outcomes N is large.
We consider three basic data structures, the Acceptance-Rejection method,
the Complete Binary Tree and the Alias Method. These can be used as
building blocks in a multi-level data structure, where at each of the levels,
one of the basic data structures can be used.
Depending on assumptions on the distribution of the rates of outcomes,
different combinations of the basic structures can be used. We prove
that for particular data structures the expected time of sampling and
update is constant, when the rates follow a non-decreasing distribution,
log-uniform distribution or an inverse polynomial distribution, and show
that for any distribution, an expected time of sampling and update of
O (log log rmax/rmin) is possible, where rmax is the maximum rate and
rmin the minimum rate.
We also present an experimental verification, highlighting the limits given
by the constraints of a real-life setting.
Keywords: constant time algorithm · dynamic sampling · discrete ran-
dom variates
1 Introduction
In this paper, we consider the design of data structures for sampling from a dis-
crete probability distribution, in a dynamic setting where ”events” have changing
rate, and where we assume that the rate of events fulfill a know distribution.
(For precise details, see Section 2). We also assume that the number of events is
large.
In order to better understand the problem studied in this paper, let us first
introduce an example for a real life application: a continuous time simulation
of Molecular-Beam-Epitaxial (MBE) growth on a metallic substrate [1,3], in the
sub-monolayer regime. The set of energetically preferred positions of adatoms
(atoms dropped on the surface) located on top of the metallic substrate forms a
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Fig. 1. In the continuous time simulation of MBE growth on a metallic substrate, the
hopping rate of an atom of copper from a position A to a position B is dependent on the
occupational state of the ten surrounding sites: each move will influence the hopping
rates of the surrounding atoms. It is critical to store these rates in a data structure
that allows for updates.
natural lattice with coordination number z (i.e. z denotes the number of neigh-
bors of each site), typically a square lattice with z = 4 or a honeycomb lattice
with z = 3. While new atoms are arriving on the substrate with a statistical rate
determined by the beam intensity, the ones already present are hopping from
one such preferred (lattice) position to a neighboring one, usually resulting in
coalescence in islands. The hopping rate for an atom from site A to a neighboring
site B depends on the atoms in the immediate vicinity of A and B. If site B
is not occupied, the hopping rate is in very good approximation determined by
the occupational state of the closest neighbors of A and B. In the case of z = 4,
seen in Figure 1, this results in 210 possible configurations, and for each of these
configurations we can pre-compute the hopping rate [12]. The simulation then
proceeds by two steps:
a) the time is moved forward by a value ∆t equal to the inverse of the sum of
all the rates of all possible events;
b) after this time increment, one event (hopping or arrival) is selected, with a
probability proportional to its rate.
Therefore, we compute the rate of every possible move of every atom at every
iteration and we sample a random event, employing a simple data structure:
usually an array of size zN which contains at every index the sum of the rates of
all the events up to that one. A random number between zero and the sum of all
the rates is generated and we move through the array until we reach a value larger
than our random number and we sample that event. This might work well, but
it does not scale as the sampling time grows linearly with the number of possible
events. With limited literature search we find better structures for our problem,
for instance Complete Binary Trees (see Section 3.1 and [15] or, for a more
flexible implementation, the Differential Search Tree from Maurer [10]), which
sampling time grows logarithmically with the number of possible events, and even
an optimal solution: the Alias method (see Section 3.3), proposed by Walker in
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1974 [13,14], an ingenious method that, employing two tables of the same size
as the number of possible events, allows constant time sampling, regardless their
number or their rate. Alternatively, if we assume that all rates can be written as
multiples of a unit, these can be stored in an array and sampled in constant time
by picking a random site of the array; the obvious downside is the size of such
array. While it can be compressed with the method from Marsaglia [8], sampling
from a compressed array requires O (log rmax), with rmax the highest rate.
However, we see no significant improvement if we employ one of these struc-
tures. After each move, some of the configurations will have changed and we will
have to rebuild the whole data structure from scratch, which costs a time that
grows linearly with the number of possible moves zN , compromising the time
saved with the sampling, even though only a limited number of possible moves
have actually changed their rates. We can implement a (costly) update for the
Complete Binary Tree (see Theorem 1) that requires O(logN) time, but that
would not still scale well for larger numbers of atoms, and we would be tempted
to optimize it in such a way that closer atoms are in the same branches, mini-
mizing the number of operations required for the update, but as the atoms move
they change neighbors, invalidating the optimization.
As the number of atoms can be quite big in order to study larger scale effects,
we would need a data structure that allows both optimal sampling and update of
a random element. Unfortunately, and quite surprisingly, we were unable to find
one for the general case. A quasi-optimal solution to the problem was given in
2003 by Matias et al. [9]. This method allows sampling in O(log∗N) time, with
log∗ the iterated logarithm, and the update of an arbitrary item in O(2log
∗N )
worst case time and O(log∗N) amortized expected time. Unfortunately, the
method of Matias et al. is very complex to implement. With van der Klundert, an
experimental study of this method is in progress. Alternatively, the Acceptance-
Rejection method (see section 3.2) does allow constant time updates, at the
cost of performing samples in non-deterministic time, which expected value is
dependent on the distribution of rates (see Theorem 2).
We also note that, since the time increment ∆t is the inverse of the sum of
all rates, we can say that, if we assume the rates to be comparable, it decreases
∝ 1/N . Even if we were able to sample events optimally, the computational time
required for a fixed amount of simulated time still increases linearly with N .
Our example is not unique. Similar problems have been described not just in
material physics, but also chemistry [6] and biochemistry [11], and is in general
relevant when we have an arbitrary large number of possible events of known
rate and their realization does not alter a significant fraction of them.
In this work, we will initially clearly define our assumptions and the problem
we are setting ourselves to solve (Section 2), then we will define and study the
property of the data structures, both simple and multilevel, that we employ to
solve our problem (Section 3) and finally we perform an experimental analysis
of our findings (Section 4).
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2 Assumptions and Problem Statement
Let us start from formally defining our set of events:
Definition 1 (Event Set). The Events Set E is a finite set that can change over
time. Each element of the set is an event ei. In our system S, at each point in
time, E contains the events that can occur at that time.
We make the following assumptions:
Assumption 1 (Rate). Each element of E has a known, real and non-negative
rate, which represents the number of expected occurrences in an arbitrary time
unit.
Assumption 2 (Density of rates). The expected frequency of elements of E
with rate r is known and denoted as the density of rates ρ(r). It is limited, both
superiorly (rmax) and inferiorly (rmin), and constant during the evolution of the
system.
Assumption 3 (Cardinality). The cardinality of E (N) is arbitrarily large.
Assumption 4 (Dynamic Event Set). During the evolution of the system, ele-
ments can be added or removed from E and their rate can be changed, provided
that the rates of the elements of E still follow the same density of rates.
Our assumptions are fairly generic: we assume that the rate of each event in
the Event Set is known beforehand and that it follows a known distribution ρ(r).
The elements in the Event Set and their rate can change between sampling, but
will still be following the same rate distribution. We also assume that the number
of possible events is arbitrarily large. Given these assumptions, our problem is
the following:
Problem. Given these assumptions, what is the most efficient method that al-
lows for an event set E:
– sampling of an event (with each element selected with a probability that is
proportional to its rate);
– update of the rate of an arbitrary number of events;
– removal or addition of an arbitrary number of events.
Our problem statement represents a not-so-uncommon type of problems in
dynamic simulations where the processes are only ”locally” interdependent, i.e.
the realization of a process influences only up to a constant fraction of all possible
processes.
3 Data Structures
In this section we describe two basic data structures that are commonly employed
for this problem, Complete Binary Tree and Acceptance-Rejection, before intro-
ducing three derivative methods that provide an efficient solution for specific
cases.
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3.1 Complete Binary Trees
A data structure that is commonly used for event sampling are the complete
binary trees. Here, a complete binary tree is a binary tree (i.e., a rooted tree
with each node having at most two children), with all levels except possibly the
lowest level completely filled, and the lowest level filled from the left. (Complete
binary trees are also sometimes known as almost complete binary trees, or as
treaps.) There is a simple implementation of complete binary trees in arrays:
we store the elements in an array A[1 · · ·n], with the parent of node A[i] being
A[bi/2c] (i > 1). See e.g. [4, Chapter 6.1], or [5].
root
r=1.5
r=1.2
Outcome 4
r=0.2
Outcome 5
r=1
Outcome 1
r=0.3
r=1.3
Outcome 2
r=1.1
Outcome 3
r=0.2
Fig. 2. In the Complete Binary Tree, each node stores a variable called rate. Leaves,
representing events, have the same rate as the corresponding event. Internal nodes have
a rate equal to the sum of the rates of their children. An event is sampled by generating
a random number between zero and the rate of the root (i.e. the sum of all rates): if this
is smaller than the rate of the left node, we move to this node; otherwise we subtract
the left rate and move to the right node. This is repeated until we reach a leaf and the
corresponding event is sampled.
While it would be tempting to group together in the same branch the events
whose rate is correlated, we cannot assume that they will stay that way as the
system evolves dynamically. The complete binary trees have the advantage of an
easy implementation, and they minimize the average depth of the tree over all
binary trees to d = blog2Nc, with N the number of events.
Each leaf represent an event and it is associated to its rate; internal nodes
also have a rate associated to them and it is equal to the sum of the rates of its
children. Sampling is intuitive: a random number between zero and the sum of
the rates of all the events (rtot) is generated and, starting from the root, if this
is smaller than the rate of the left node we move in that direction; otherwise,
we subtract the rate of that node and we move to the right. This is repeated at
most d times until we reach a leaf. An update is performed by changing the rate
of the corresponding leaf and updating the rate of the internal nodes between
itself and the root. It is also possible to add or remove an event, by adding or
removing a leaf with the usual methods, the rate of the affected internal nodes
is updated. This is easiest in the array implementation: adding a new leaf just
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adds the element at the end of the array; in a deletion, we move the last element
of the array to the position of the deleted element; in both cases, we update the
rates of all nodes that are ancestor of a replaced, inserted or deleted leaf. Under
these assumptions, it is quite trivial to prove that all the operations that are
interesting for us require logarithmic time.
Theorem 1 (Complete Binary Tree). Given an Event Set E of cardinality N
represented as a Complete Binary Tree:
(a) the sampling of an event can be performed in O(logN) time;
(b) the update of the rate of an event can be performed in O(logN) time;
(c) the addition or removal of an event can be performed in O(logN) time.
Proof. (a) The sampling of an event requires a number of operations propor-
tional to the number of nodes on the path between the root and the sampled
leaf. As a Complete Binary Tree is also a complete binary tree [2], this is at
most d = blog2Nc and therefore it is O(logN).
(b) In order to update the rate of an event, we perform a single operation on the
leaf and then we update the internal nodes following backwards the same
path as in (a). Therefore this is also O(d) = O(logN) operations.
(c) First the leaf is deleted or added, which, for a binary heap, requires O(logN)
time and then the rate of the nodes in the path from the deleted/added node
to the root is updated. As we already mentioned, this costs also O(logN)
time.
3.2 The Acceptance-Rejection Method
One of the classic methods is the Acceptance-Rejection method. Here, we have
an array of size N where each entry represents a possible outcome and its value is
equal to its rate. Since the distribution is known, we assume that the maximum
rate is also known. As no ordering is necessary, an element can be added and
removed by simply adding or removing it from the array at any time, without
any further preprocessing required. In order to sample an event, we randomly
select an element and generate a random number between zero and the highest
possible rate (rmax), which is known due to Assumption 2; if this is larger than
the value of the selected element, it is rejected and we repeat the procedure.
Otherwise it is accepted and sampled. The rate of an event is updated by simply
changing the value of the corresponding element. Events can also be added or
removed by adding and removing their corresponding elements from the array.
Differently from other methods, the sampling time does not depend on the car-
dinality of the Event Set while the updating time is always trivial, but we have
to investigate how the rate distribution affects the sampling time. As this is a
stochastic method, we have to look at the expected time:
Theorem 2 (Acceptance-Rejection). Given an Event Set E of cardinality N
and largest rate rmax, represented as an Acceptance-Rejection structure:
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Fig. 3. Acceptance-Rejection structure. Each element of the array represents the rate
of a possible event. An event is sampled by selecting a random element and generating
a random number between zero and the rmax: if the latter is smaller than the former,
the corresponding event is sampled; otherwise the process is repeated.
(a) the sampling of an event can be performed in expected O
(
rmax
E[r]
)
time, with
E[r] the expected value of the rate according to the distribution ρ(r);
(b) the update, addition or removal of an event can be performed in constant
time.
Proof. (a) The probability of extracting an event with outcome r is given by
the probability of selecting such an outcome multiplied by the probability of
extracting a second number s ≤ r:
Paccept(r) = P (s ≤ r) ρ(r)
Integrating over the whole event set and remembering that the second num-
ber is extracted from a uniform distribution we have
Pacc =
∫
E
dr ρ(r) P (s ≤ r) =
∫
E
dr ρ(r)
∫ r
0
ds
rmax
=
1
rmax
∫
E
dr r ρ(r) =
E[r]
rmax
Since this is a Bernoulli trial, the expected number of attempts before the
first success is
E[n] =
1
Pacc
=
rmax
E[r]
and the number of operations is proportional to the number of attempts.
(b) Addition or removal of an event is performed by adding or removing an
element to or from the vector. The rate of an event can be updated by
simply changing the value of its element in the vector. All these actions
require a constant number of operations, therefore they can be performed in
constant time.
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As the expected value of the rate cannot be smaller than the smallest possible
rate, we can also say that
Corollary 1. The sampling of an event can be performed in expected O (rmax/rmin)
time, with rmin the smallest rate in the Event Set.
0 max 0
max
N
ρ(r) ra
te
Fig. 4. On the left, a uniform rate distribution; on the right, the visualization of the
corresponding Event Set. In order to avoid confusion in the following proofs, it is
important to remember this distinction.
In order to avoid confusion, we can visualize the Event Set E as a histogram
of bins of equal width and height proportional to their rate, with expected fre-
quency given by the rate distribution ρ(r). Note that, as we can see in Figure 4
this does not look like the rate distribution. The sampling of an event is analogue
to randomly shooting a dart on this area: if it lands inside a bin, that event is
sampled; otherwise it is rejected.
Let us step back to the result of Theorem 2 for sampling. We can easily
imagine a worst-case, where all the events except one have a rate arbitrarily
smaller than largest and the sampling time therefore grow arbitrarily, and a
best-case, where all the events have exactly the same rate and the sampling
time is constant. Is there a more general assumption we can introduce on the rate
distribution ρ(r) that would still guarantee expected constant time? Fortunately
there is.
Definition 2 (Median). The median of an Acceptance-Rejection structure is the
rate r¯ for which the probability of selecting an element with rate r ≥ r¯ is equal
to the probability of selecting an element with rate r ≤ r¯.
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The probability of selecting an outcome with a given rate is proportional to
the number of elements with that rate. We can therefore write∫ r¯
rmin
dr ρ(r) =
∫ rmax
r¯
dr ρ(r) (1)
with ρ(r) the rate distribution.
0
max
ra
te
outcomes
Fig. 5. Each possible outcome is represented as a rectangle with unit width and height
proportional to its rate. The probability of sampling an event is equal to the ratio
between filled and empty space in such a representation. From this geometric argument
we can prove that, for a non-decreasing rate distribution, the probability of extracting
an outcome is at least one fourth.
Lemma 1. If the rate distribution ρ(r) is a non-decreasing function of r, the
median of the corresponding Acceptance-Rejection structure is at least the median
of the rates (i.e., at least
min+max
2
).
Proof. Rewriting Equation 1 as∫ r¯
rmin
dr ρ(r)−
∫ rmax
r¯
dr ρ(r) = 0 (2)
we can maximize it by taking the extreme values of the integration intervals
ρ(r¯)
∫ r¯
rmin
dr − ρ(r¯)
∫ rmax
r¯
dr ≥ 0 (3)
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assuming that ρ(r¯) is non-zero. Note that:
r¯ −min−max+ r¯ ≥ 0
r¯ ≥ max+min
2
(4)
This means that the probability of selecting a possible outcome whose rate
is max+min2 or larger is at least
1
2 . We are ready to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1. An Acceptance-Rejection structure with non-decreasing rate dis-
tribution performs sampling of a possible outcome in expected constant time.
Proof. We can maximize again the expression in Equation 4
r¯ ≥ max+min
2
≥ max
2
(5)
Once such a possible outcome is selected, the probability of accepting it is
Paccept(r ≥ r¯) = r
max
≥
max
2
max
=
1
2
(6)
Therefore, the probability of extracting an outcome with r ≥ r¯ is
Pext(r ≥ r¯) = Pselect(r ≥ r¯) Paccept(r ≥ r¯) ≥ 1
4
(7)
which results in a constant expected number of attempts before extracting an
outcome
E[text] =
1
Pext(r ≥ r¯) + Pext(r ≤ r¯) ≤
1
Pext(r ≥ r¯) = 4 = O(1) (8)
A visualization of this proof can be seen in Figure 5. This is a very powerful
result: such a simple method allows constant time sampling for any Event Set
with a non-decreasing rate distribution.
3.3 The Alias Method
The Alias method, introduced by Walker [13,14] is a very ingenious solution to
the static case of our problem. Each event is conceptually stored in a ”bucket”
of size rtot/N ; if a bucket is not already full, the remaining space is assigned
to another event, called alias, which bucket is over full. The rate that has been
assigned to the alias is then removed from its original bucket. This is repeated
until each bucket is exactly full.
The buckets are represented as an array of size N , each element storing the
fraction of the bucket assigned to the alias. In order to sample an event, an
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element and a random number between zero and one are generated; if this is
larger than the value stored in the element, the corresponding event is sampled,
otherwise we sample its alias.
As the number of steps required for sampling is fixed, the time required is
clearly constant. Unfortunately, with the exception of some very particular cases,
any update would be extremely costly and it would often require a complete
rebuild of both tables, which takes at least O(N) time. Nevertheless, we are
presenting this method both for completeness and as a building block for a
multilevel method.
3.4 Multilevel Methods
The Acceptance-Rejection method is a method that works very well when the
possible outcomes have a limited range of rates; if this is not the case, we can split
our Acceptance-Rejection structure in multiple groups of similar rates and use
one of the other methods to select one of these groups. We call such combinations
of different methods multilevel methods and the structures that store the groups
superstructures. In this subsection we present two of these combinations that
have very powerful proprieties that will be shown in the next section.
Tree of Groups Let us assume that the Event Set has an arbitrarily large
cardinality but its range is relatively small and therefore the number of groups
required to cover it. In such a case we can employ a complete binary tree as
a superstructure and obtain a very useful result: both update and sample are
performed in O
(
log log maxmin
)
expected time. While this is not constant time, it
is very small without requiring any further assumption on the rate distribution,
except that maxmin can be considered to be small.
Events are grouped according to their rate; the group with index i includes
all the events with rate
rmax
ki−1
< r ≤ rmax
ki
with k a positive constant. Each group is represented both as a leaf of a
complete binary tree (see Section 3.1), which rate is given by the sum of the
rates of all the events in the group, and as an Acceptance-Rejection structure
where all its events are stored.
In order to sample an event, we first sample a group from the complete binary
tree in the previously described way and an Acceptance-Rejection sampling (see
Section 3.2) is performed inside it. Updates are trivial, unless they require events
to be moved to a different group; in that case, the relative element is removed
from the its group and added to the new one.
Theorem 3 (Tree of Groups). Given an Event Set E represented as a Tree of
Groups:
(a) the sampling of an event can be performed in O
(
log log rmaxrmin
)
time;
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(b) the update, addition or removal of an event can be performed in O
(
log log rmaxrmin
)
time.
Proof. (a) Since the groups are stored in a Complete Binary Tree, the time to
select a group grows logarithmically with the number of groups; the lower
boundary of the i-th group is, by definition, rmaxki ; and the general lower
boundary is rmin, we can write the number of groups n as
rmax
kn
= rmin ⇒ n = logk
(
rmax
rmin
)
(9)
Therefore, the time required to select a group from the Complete Binary Tree
is O (log n) = O
(
log log maxmin
)
. Once we have selected a group, the expected
number of attempts before sampling an outcome is, according to Corollary
1,
E[text] ≤
rmax
ki−1
rmax
ki
= k = O(1) (10)
since k is a constant.
(b) Adding, removing and updating an event inside its group is performed in
constant time (see Theorem 2). In order to maintain consistency it is neces-
sary to update the rates in the Complete Binary Tree, which is performed
in the same time as a sampling (see Theorem 1).
Cascade of Groups We have previously shown that the Acceptance-Rejection
is optimal for any non-decreasing rate distribution. We would like to find a similar
general result for decreasing rate distribution, the closest thing we are able to
prove is an optimal result for rate distribution that decrease asymptotically as
the multiplicative inverse of a polynomial. For such rate distributions, most of
the events will have lower values of rate; we must therefore store groups in a way
that prioritize events with lower rate.
Events are grouped according to their rate; the group with index i includes
all the events with rate
i rmin ≤ r < (i+ 1) rmin
with rmin the smallest possible rate. Each groups is represented both as an ele-
ment in a linked list [4, Chapter 10.2] and as an Acceptance-Rejection structure
where all its events are stored.
Sampling is, again, in two phases. A random number r ∈ [0, rtot] is generated,
with Rtot the sum of all the rates; if r is larger than the sum of the rates in the
first group, this is subtracted from r and we move to next group until one is
selected and an Acceptance-Rejection is performed in that group. Updates and
addition or removal of events are performed inside the involved groups following
the methods described in Section 3.2; the sum of all the rates and of the rates
in the involved groups is also updated.
Following the usual scheme, we are able to prove that:
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Theorem 4 (Inverse polynomial). Given a rate distribution in the form
ρ(r) =
1
rk
with k > 3, the expected time to sample an event from a Cascade of Groups
structure is constant.
Proof. As we test each group in index order, the time required to select a group
is proportional to the index of the group. We can therefore write it as
E[tselect] =
n∑
i=1
P (gi) i ∝
n∑
i=1
R(gi) i (11)
with n the number of groups, given by n = rmaxrmin . The group rate of a generic
group gi will be
R(gi) ∝
∫ i+1
i
dr
rk
r =
∫ i+1
i
dr
rk−1
=
1
k − 1
[
1
ik−1
− 1
(i+ 1)k−1
]
. (12)
Note that we omit xmin as it produces just a constant factor.
E[tselect] =
n∑
i=1
i
k − 1
[
1
ik−1
− 1
(i+ 1)k−1
]
≤
n∑
i=1
1
k − 1
1
ik−2
=
H
(k−2)
n
k − 1 (13)
as the second term is always positive, with H
(l)
n the harmonic number of order
l:
H(l)n =
n∑
j=1
1
jl
. (14)
As the only variable in this equation is the number of groups n, we can use the
property of the limit of the harmonic number [7]
lim
n→∞H
(l)
n =
{
∞ l = 1
ζ(l) l > 1
(15)
with ζ(l) the Riemann zeta function. As the only variable is the number of groups
n the expected time is asymptotically constant for k > 3
lim
n→∞E[tselect] ≤ limn→∞
Hn,k−2
k − 1 =
ζ(k − 2)
k − 1 = O(1). (16)
Once a group is selected, the sampling of an event can be performed in constant
time.
Lemma 2. The expected time to sample an event from a Cascade of Groups
structure once a group is selected is constant.
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Proof. Corollary 1 tells us that a sample can be obtained from an Acceptance-
Rejection structure in an expected time given by the ratio between the largest
and smallest rate. In our case that means
E[text] =
i+ 1
i
which is a monotonically decreasing function of i. As i cannot be smaller than
one, we can therefore write
E[text] =
i+ 1
i
≤ 1 + 1
1
= 2 = O(1)
As result, the sampling of an event is performed in expected constant time.
We are therefore able to extend the class of problems with expected constant
time to those with reverse-polynomial rate distribution, by simply adding a layer
to the simple Acceptance-Rejection structure.
Two Levels Acceptance-Rejection Combining data structure can also be
used to create ad-hoc optimal solutions. As an example, we introduce a multi-
level method that adapts its grouping rule to the rate distribution and a simple
application to a specific rate distribution.
Possible outcomes are grouped in such a way that the expected probability
to select a group is constant for all groups; since this is proportional to the sum
of the rates inside it, it follows that for a group with index i that includes events
with rate
ri−1 ≤ r < ri
ri and ri−1 can be determined from the rate distribution such as∫ ri
ri−1
dr r ρ(r) =
1
n
with n the desired number of groups, i.e. the expected rate in each group is a
constant fraction of the total rate.
Each group is represented as an element in an Acceptance-Rejection structure
with the sum of all the rates inside the group as its rate; as this is on average
the same for all groups, its maximum value coincides with the expected value,
therefore it follows immediately from Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 that
Lemma 3. The expected time to select a group from a Two Levels Acceptance-
Rejection structure is constant.
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Unfortunately the expected time to extract an event from the group is dis-
tribution dependent and cannot be inferred generally. In order to show the use-
fulness of this method, we introduce a distribution where it guarantees sampling
in expected constant time.
The Log-Uniform distribution
ρ(r) =
1
log rmaxrmin
1
r
, r ∈ [rmin, rmax] (17)
is the result obtained exponentiating a uniform one, i.e. applying the exponen-
tial to each value of a uniform distribution. As it is decreasing, we cannot use
Theorem 1 to achieve expected constant time.
Theorem 2. The expected time to sample a possible outcome from a two levels
Acceptance-Rejection structure with a Log-Uniform rate distribution is constant
for a number of groups n ≥ rmax−rminrmin .
Proof. According to the definition of the two levels Acceptance-Rejection, each
group must contain 1/n of the total rate∫ ri
ri−1
dr r ρ(r) =
1
n
(18)
with ri−1 the lower boundary and ri the upper boundary of the i-th group.
By expanding the integral in the previous formula, we see that the upper
boundary of the i-th group of a two levels Acceptance-Rejection structure with
rates following a Log-Uniform distribution is
ri = ri−1 +
rmax − rmin
n
= rmin + i
rmax − rmin
n
. (19)
According to Corollary 1, the expected time to sample an element from an
Acceptance-Rejection structure is proportional to the ratio between the largest
rate and the expected value of the rate:
E[text, i] =
ri
E[r, i]
≤ ri
ri−1
= 1 +
rmax−rmin
n
ri−1
≤ 1 + rmax − rmin
n rmin
. (20)
As the number of groups n is arbitrary, we can select a value of n such as
n ≥ rmax − rmin
rmin
(21)
and therefore
E[text, i] =
ri
E[r, i]
≤ 1 = O(1). (22)
Since the expected time to select a group is constant according to Lemma 3, the
total expected time to sample an outcome is constant.
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4 Experimental Analysis of Sample Time
We have performed an experimental analysis of the sample time of some of the
previously described methods in order to confirm our findings. The methods have
been coded in the C++ language, using only C++11 standard libraries (in partic-
ular chrono and random). The code is compiled and executed on the following
system:
Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6500 CPU @ 3.20GHz, 4 cores
Memory: 16307MB
SSD: Kingstone SV300S3
Compiler: clang 4.0.1-6
For each data point, we have taken the average of the computational time
required over 105 samplings from Event Sets of cardinality 105, generated from
different rate distributions and different rmax/rmin ratios. Since these are real
life results, the intrinsic variability in computational time results in some noise
in our results.
4.1 Growing Rate Distribution
First, we investigated the sample time for a growing rate distribution. For this
experiment, we have selected a simple linearly growing rate distribution ρ(r) ∝ r.
As we can see in Figure 6, the results from Acceptance-Rejection method
are consistent with constant time sampling, as we expected, while the Tree of
Groups has a small correlation with the rmax/rmin ratio, but its effect is barely
noticeable even for very large values.
We have also included the Cascade of Groups in Figure 6a to show a com-
parison with a data structure that, in these conditions, has a dependency on the
ratio between maximal and minimal rate.
4.2 Log-uniform Distribution
Next, we evaluate the sample time for the log-uniform distribution.
We immediately note in Figure 7 that the Two Level Acceptance Rejection
method does not give us constant time sampling for ratios beyond a certain
point; in this case we are generating over 3000 groups at that point, filling up
the cache: we can no longer assume constant time access to a data structure.
We have hit a real life limit for our methods; fortunately we can fallback to the
theoretically sub-optimal Tree of Groups, whose sample time has only a small
correlation with the ratio. The average sample time of the Acceptance-Rejection
method has a clear correlation with the rmax/rmin ratio, as we expected.
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Fig. 6. Average sample time from an Event Set of cardinality 105, growing rate dis-
tribution ρ(r) ∝ r and varying rmax/rmin ratio, over 105 repetitions for two methods:
Acceptance-Rejection (red squares) and Tree of Groups (green dots). Ratios on a log-
arithmic scale. The results for the Acceptance-Rejection method are consistent with
expected constant time, but the Tree of Groups is still competitive even for very large
rate ratios.
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Fig. 7. Average sample time from an Event Set of cardinality 105, growing rate distri-
bution ρ(r) ∝ r−1 and varying rmax/rmin ratio, over 105 repetitions for three methods:
Acceptance-Rejection (red squares), Tree of Groups (green dots) and Two Level Accep-
tance Rejection (orange triangles). Ratios on a logarithmic scale. Both Tree of Groups
and Two Level Acceptance Rejection methods are a significative improvement over the
single Acceptance-Rejection structure for smaller rmax/rmin ratios. Although theoret-
ically optimal, the groups required for the Two Level Acceptance Rejection method
for higher ratios fill the computer cache, invalidating the assumption of constant time
random access to the data structure.
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Fig. 8. Average sample time from an Event Set of cardinality 105, inverse polynomial
rate distribution ρ(r) ∝ r−4 and varying rmax/rmin ratio, over 105 repetitions for
three methods: Acceptance-Rejection (red squares, only on Figure 8a), Tree of Groups
(green dots) and Cascade of Groups (blue triangles). In Figure 8a, both axis are on a
logarithmic scale. In Figure 8b, ratios on a logarithmic scale. Both the Tree of Groups
and Cascade of Groups methods lead to a dramatic improvement in sample time over
the simple Acceptance-Rejection structure but the difference in asymptotic expected
sample time between the two is barely noticeable.
4.3 Inverse Polynomial Distribution
Finally, we evaluate the sample time for an inverse polynomial distribution.
We have selected as our rate distribution ρ(r) ∝ r−4. We immediately note
in Figure 8 that the average sample time for the Acceptance-Rejection is in this
case far from constant, as we would expect with such a strongly decreasing rate
distribution; the Tree of Groups and the tailor-made Cascade of Groups have
similar results. Nevertheless we encounter with the Cascade of Groups method
the same issue as in the previous subsection: the number of groups required
grows quite fast, slowing down the construction of the structure but not the
sampling, as the groups are accessed in order and on average we access mostly
the first few groups.
5 Conclusions
In this work, we have presented two basics data structures for sampling from
a discrete probability distribution, the Acceptance-Rejection method and the
Complete Binary Tree, and used them as building blocks for two multi-level
data structures, the Tree of Groups, the Cascade of Groups and Two Levels
Acceptance-Rejection.
We have proved, under our assumptions, constant time sampling and update
for different classes of rate distributions: non-decreasing rate distribution, in-
verse polynomial rate distributions and an ad-hoc solution for the log uniform
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distribution. These results have been confirmed by our experimental analysis,
which has also highlighted the practical advantages of the Tree of Groups when
faced with real-life constraints. Multilevel methods allowed us both to optimize
the sampling to the particular conditions of the problem, and obtain significant
general results. Other rate distributions that have potential applications, for in-
stance the Normal distribution, could be studied with this approach, potentially
leading to more general results.
While inspired by a useful application, our set of assumptions is arbitrary.
Further study is warranted for other sets of assumptions, both inspired by the-
oretical interest and realistic applications. For instance, we could make assump-
tions on the updates and assume that the rates are increased or decreased by a
known constant quantity when updated, while removing other assumptions.
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